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ABSTRACT 

Reflected Intelligent Surface (RIS) can establish a virtual line-of-sight link to enhance system performance 

while consuming less power in non-line-of-sight. RIS technique is utilized to minimize the spreading of 

electromagnetic signals by modifying the surface's electric and magnetic field characteristics. RIS can be 

adopted with the existing environment to effectively increase efficiency by modifying the radio channel 

characteristics. The signals are steered to the receiver using an RIS thus improving the link quality. The 

radio channel is viewed in traditional wireless systems as an uncontrollable entity that typically tampers 

with transmitted signals. This paper suggests an alternate theoretical model after examining the prevalent 

models and potential issues. Security of the wireless communication physical layer can be improved with 

an RIS by just changing the phase of the reflective unit. In this work, the massive Multiple Input Multiple 

Outputs (MIMO)-based iterative modeling technique is used to build the transmitter, channel, and 

receiver section. This will simultaneously optimize the RIS passive beamforming pre-coding matrix and 

thus avoid multi-user interference. At the base station cyclic programming is adopted, it iteratively 

calculates the active and passive beam-forming RIS matrices. The simulation results demonstrate that the 

combined pre-coding technique used in this work improves the weighted sum rate, efficiency, and coverage 

ratio. The results show that MIMO with continuous phase shift RIS achieves a higher Weighted Sum Ratio 

(WSR) and minimum Channel State Information (CSI) error in comparison with the random phase shift 

RIS. The performance metrics sum rate, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), energy efficiency, 

and transmit power are analyzed and compared. 

Keywords-RIS; 6G Networks; massive MIMO; CSI; WSR 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The majority of operators are interested in the 6G wireless 
network due to its technological benefits such as the efficiency 
in the frequency spectrum, energy efficiency, low latency, and 
high coverage. The 6G wireless network depends on effective 
energy management and power efficiency. Security in 
communication is an important criterion to be considered along 

with energy efficiency. In wireless communication, security 
can be provided in two ways [1]. The conventional technology 
uses software and hardware data encryption at the physical 
layer level. It performs well to safeguard the data without 
adding any extra overhead. A Reflected Intelligent Surface 
(RIS) can be used to provide the security at the physical layer. 
Due to the advancement of RIS, wireless communication 
systems gain a unique dimension.  
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II. RELATED WORK 

In [2], the design challenges of an RIS-assisted Single-
Output (MISO) system's beam were explored. The complex 
beam forming techniques for imperfect channels were analyzed 
in [3]. Authors in [4] investigated the impact of deploying 
networks using the RIS structure. Downlink deployment of the 
network using an RIS can maximize the signal power but in-
turn increases the interference level. Authors in [5] investigated 
the optimal passive beam and active beam forming vector of a 
Base Station (BS) to enhance the weighted sum of downlink 
rates. The corresponding weight represents the mobile user 
priority to access the base station. In [6], the authors achieved 
low-cost delay for end-to-end multiple downlink path. In [7, 8], 
latency minimization in 6G networks is achieved with efficient 
Routing Strategy. In order to achieve promising performance in 
loaded settings, a number of detectors for large MIMO systems 
are presented in [8-12]. The main goal is to enhance the 
detector's performance by identifying any hidden sparsity in the 
received signal's residual error. The symbol error vector 
acquired from a linear detector is used in the first stage to 
transform the standard MIMO model into the sparse model. 
Recent research in the field of massive Multiple Input Multiple 
Output (MIMO) antennas shows that user channels improve as 
the number of BS antennas increases, allowing high signal 
amplification with minimal inter-user interference [13]. An 
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) MIMO receiving wire working at 
millimeter-wave is proposed in [14-16]. It is made out of 8 
transmitting components with different shapes. It is planned 
with a rectangular construction and different cut spaces. The 
proposed plan covers the total super wideband for short remote 
frameworks. 

III. MASSIVE MIMO DOWNLINK MODEL AND 
PROBLEMS 

The RIS structure shown in Figure 1 consists of an 
Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS), a controller, a BS, a 
legitimate receiver, and an eavesdropper. An RIS is a low-cost 
reflecting device. The gain and intensity of the signal is 
adjusted by tuning the phase angle of the reflected signal. If the 
phase difference between the signals is one bit period, then the 
signal arrives simultaneously to the receiver [8]. The system is 
having the capacity to cope with the multiple concurrent 
signals arriving simultaneously towards the receiver. Here the 
relative delay is maintained among the signals which are 
arriving towards the reviver in order to avoid interference [8].  

 

 
Fig. 1.  MISO downlink model with RIS structure. 

The channel co-efficient matrices are shown in (1)-(3): 

h��  ∈  C�×	
     (1) 

h��  ∈  C�×	
                                      (2) 

h��  ∈  C�×�          (3) 

where hBR is the channel coefficient matrix from the BS to the 
RIS, hBU is the channel coefficient matrix from the BS to a 
legitimate user [9], and hRU  is the channel coefficient matrix 
from to the RIS to the legitimate user, respectively [10-11]. A 
channel is estimated by analyzing the signal received from the 
receiver as shown in (4). The co-efficient matrix of the RIS is 
given in (5). 

y� = �h�� + h��ΦH���fx + n�  (4) 

Φ = diag�β� e���, β! e��!, β" e��" … . β�e��� ….  (5) 

where β% ∈ &0,1)is the amplitude of the kth unit of an RIS and 
θ% ∈ &0, 2π) is the phase of the kth unit of the RIS. The 
received signal from the eavesdropper is depicted by: 

y- = �h�- + h�-ΦH���fx + n-  (6) 

The coefficients hRE and hBE  are  given by: 

h�-  ∈  C�×�     (7) 

h�-  ∈  C�×	
      (8) 

where hRE and hBE represent the coefficient matrices from an 
reconfigurable intelligent surface to the private listener called 
eavesdropper and from the BS to the private listener 
respectively and .E represents the noise at the eavesdropper.  

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

An IRS element is assumed to have components pointing 
upward and max elements on a level plane (M = May's Max). 
An IRS unit organizes the reflecting modes is controlled by the 
smart controller. The linear transmit precoding (TPC) matrix is 
utilized by the BS to communicate its information vector Sk to 
the kth user. The following assumptions are made for the 
feasible set of RCs: f =diag(bq1...bqn),qn  [0, 2pi] and b   
[0,1] are the diagonal phase-shift lattice of an IRS, the 
combined incident signal’s phase shift, and the amplitude 
reflection coefficient respectively. The structure of the cellular 
free network consists of the RIS, BS, CPU, and users 
connected to the network as depicted in Figure 2. The users and 
BSs are linked through an RIS. BSs, RIS, and CPU are 
interlinked virtually. The downlink channel of an RIS-CF 
system is depicted in Figure 3. As shown, many RIS units and 
many BSs are linked to communicate with the user. An RIS 
receives the signal from the BS and reflects the same signal to 
the user.  

 

 
Fig. 2.  Structure of a cellular-free network. 
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Fig. 3.  Downlink channel of an RIS-CF system. 

The distance between the users and the BS is reduced by 
incorporating RIS-CF, this way the gain is boosted by using 
massive MIMO cellular free networks. The above structure 
minimizes the resources. 

A. Transmitter Design 

All the BSs must be synchronized and independent and 
should send the information through the unified channel to 
provide better services to all subscribers. Assume that as given 
below in (9): 

T K
n n,1 ,D [D  ... ... .... D ] Cn m ≜    (9) 

where D, k, and P represent the data to be transmitted, the mth 

number of users, and the nth subcarrier, respectively. The data 
in the downlink channel can be expressed in the frequency 
domain as: 

/01,2 =  3 401,2,562,5
2
27�    (10) 

In (10), the pre-coding chosen vector is  V9:,;,<, where bs 
stands for base station, n represents the channel, and m 
indicates the user. 

B. Channel Design 

The BS transmits the signal to an RIS unit and the user gets 
the reflected signals from an RIS. The channel is specified as:  

ch9:,;,<>? ∈ C�×�       (11) 

Equation (11) is rewritten in terms of BS user link and BS 
station RIS user link as shown in (12).  

ch01,2,5@A =CH01,5,2 A   + B EDE:,<,;>? ʘDE:>?G

HI17�
G9:,DE:,; (12) 

where CH9:,<,; ?  ∈ ℂC�×� is the channel in frequency domain 

representation from the bsth BS to the mth user, EDE:,<,;>?  ∈
ℂC�×	is a channel established from an RIS to the mth user, 
G9:,DE:,;  ∈ ℂC	×� is a channel established from a BS to an RIS, 
and ΘD? =  ℂC	M	 is a phase shift N×N matrix, defined by: 

ΘD ≜ diagOθD,� … … … . θD,	P, ∀D ∈ ℛ           (13) 

where θD,	 belongs to F, it is a RIS reflection coefficient given 
by:  

ℱ ≜  TθD,;||θD,;| ≤ 1W, ∀D∈ ℛ, ∀;∈ Ɲ             (14) 

C. Receiver Design 

The Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM) 
algorithm is used to improve active and passive beam 
formation in terms of SINR, energy efficiency, and transmit 
power parameters. An IRS-aided system at the Access Point 
(AP) beats the massive MIMO without an IRS. It is assumed 
that the signal from the mobile user propagates along the 
channel path. 

 Conversion from time domain to the frequency domain 
baseband signal. 

 Removal of the cyclic prefix attached to the signal. 

 After removing the cyclic prefix, discrete Fourier transform 
is performed on the above signal. 

The channel model is created using the matrix-based 
technique, in which the signal from different users is 
superimposed with the BS signal. The signal received by the 
user is indicated (15): 

w<,; = ∑ w9:,<,;��9:7� + Z9:,;  = ∑ ∑ \CH9:,<,; ? +��7���9:7�
3 EDE:,<,;>? ʘDE:>?�

DE:7� G9:,DE:,;] V9:,;,�D;,� + Z9:,; =
∑ \CH9:,<,; ? +��9:7�
 3 EDE:,<,;>? ʘDE:>?�

DE:7� G9:,DE:,;] V9:,;,<D;,<  +
∑ ∑ \CH9:,<,; ? +��7�,�_<��9:7�
3 EDE:,<,;>? ʘDE:>?�

DE:7� G9:,DE:,;] V9:,;,�D;,� + Z9:,;   (15) 

The user required signal without noise and the undesired 
signal are called interference. The signal from the other users is 
considered as noisy signal or undesired signal and is 
represented in (16): 

∑ ∑ `CH01,5,2 A +��7�,�_<��9:7�

B EDE:,<,;>? ʘDE:>?G

HI17�
G9:,DE:,;a V9:,;,�D;,� + Z01,2  (16) 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. WSR Comparison with Distance for an Ideal RIS and an 
RIS with Continuous Phase Shift 

Performance measures such as sum rate, SINR, energy 
efficiency, and transmit power were used to analyze and 
validate the proposed system. The weighted sum rate is 
compared with distance in meters for an ideal RIS and 
continues phase shift as depicted in Figure 4. The WSR 
fluctuates with distance. It can be seen in the graph that the 
WSR peaks at 13 bits/s/Hz at distances of 60 m and 100 m.  

B. WSR Comparison with Distance for an RIS with 
Continuous Phase Shift and Random Phase Shift 

The continuous phase shift achieves more WSR than 
random phase shift. Network capacity and deployment can be 
enhanced with continuous phase shift. The obtained WST peak 
is 13 at 60 m and 110 m distances as depicted in Figure 5. In 
random phase shift, the iterations carried out are more hence 
WSR peak is lesser as compared to the continuous phase shift. 

 

.... 

Base Station-1 Base Station-n 

RIS1 RIS2 RISn 

User 
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Fig. 4.  WSR comparison vs distance for an ideal RIS and an RIS with 
continuous phase shift. 

 
Fig. 5.  WSR comparison vs distance for ISRs with continuous and random 
phase shift. 

C. WSR Comparison with Distance for an Ideal RIS and 
without an RIS 

The results with and without a reflecting surface are 
depicted in Figure 6. The WSR notified is minimum, when the 
BS propagates the signal to the mobile user directly without 
super-imposing the signal with an RIS reflected signal. With an 
ideal RIS, the peak WSR achieved is maximum with a value of 
13 bits/s/Hz at 60 m and 100 m.  

 

 
Fig. 6.  WSR comparison with distance for an ideal RIS and without an 
RIS. 

D. WSR Comparison with Distance for Ideal RIS,without RIS, 
and with No-Direct Path 

The WSR is compared with the distance in m with an ideal 
RIS, without RIS, and with no-direct path. Maximum WSR is 
achieved with an ideal RIS, as depicted in Figure 7. 

E. WSR vs. Channel State Information Error 

An RIS with continuous phase shift and ideal RIS 
encounter for 12 iterations are considered. The Channel State 
Information (CSI) error is comparatively less than 1% due to 
the increased number of iterations. An RIS with random phase 
and with no direct path, the number of iterations for WSR 
converges to around 7, but the CSI error is higher than the 
previous cases as depicted in Figure 8.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  WSR comparison with distance for an ideal RIS, without RIS, and 
with no direct path. 

 
Fig. 8.  WSR vs. CSI error. 

F. WSR vs. CSI Error for 1-bit,2-bit, 3-bit, and 4–bit 
continuous phase shift 

The WSR with 1, 2, 3, and 4 bit phase shift converges after 
1, 8.5, 6, and 4.2 iterations, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.  

 

 
Fig. 9.  WSR vs CSI error for 1-, 2-,3-, and 4-bit continuous phase shift. 

The user sum rate is a measure used to compare the 
performance of massive MIMO and an IRS assisted moderate 
MIMO communication system. Figure 10 illustrates the sum-
rate performance. Initially, it is noticed that the sum-rate 
performance of an IRS-assisted MIMO system is poorer than 
that of the massive MIMO system without an IRS. After 
employing optimal ADMM beam forming technique, the sum-
rate obtained in an IRS-assisted MIMO system is significantly 
higher than that of massive MIMO system without  an IRS. 
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Fig. 10.  Sum rate comparison. 

As shown in Figure 11, the overall transmit power is 
reduced significantly by using a large IRS. For example, with 
40 reflecting elements, the transmitted power is 4.5 dBm and 
with 60, the transmitted power is dropped to 2 dBm. As we 
continually increase the number of reflecting elements to 160 
the transmitted power drops to around -11 dBm. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Transmitted power vs. no. of reflecting elements. 

 
Fig. 12.  SINR vs transmitted power. 

SINR is the other metric used to compare massive MIMO 
with the IRS-assisted moderate MIMO communication system. 
We examine the network SINR achieved by the following three 
schemes: N = 40 with M = 80, N = 40, and N = 70, with the 
total amount of antenna elements at the BS and the total 
amount of reflecting elements at an IRS respectively being N 
and M. The number of users is K = 20. As shown in Figure 12, 
passive IRS elements help to reduce the number of active 
antennas (N = 40 with M = 80 vs N = 40 and N = 80 without an 
IRS). 

Energy efficiency is another criterion used to compare the 
performance of IRS-aided moderate MIMO versus massive 
MIMO without an IRS. As depicted in Figure 13, an IRS aided 
communication is critical in order to create an energy efficient 
wireless system (where K=20, N=70 and M=120). 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Energy efficiency vs. spectral efficiency. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the performance of the cellular free massive 
MIMO with a reflected intelligent surface is analyzed. 
Transmitter, receiver, and channel were designed and 
optimized. The weighted sum rate is plotted with respect to the 
distance in meters for different phase shift values with an RIS. 
The WSRs for continuous phase shift RIS, random phase shift 
RIS, no RIS, ideal RIS, and with direct path are compared. It is 
noticed with the results that the ideal and with continuous 
phase shift RISs achieve maximum WSR. Deployment and 
converge capacity increase with these two techniques. With 
random phase shift, the obtained peak WSR is 6.2 bits/s/Hz, 
whereas with continuous phase shift, it is 13 bits/s/Hz. It is 
concluded that with continuous phase shift, the coverage ratio 
and the network capacity can be enhanced in a cellular free 
massive MIMO network. Frame convergence with distance is 
analyzed, an RIS with continues phase shift converges within 
12 iterations, while random phase shift converges within 7 
iterations. The system is also analyzed for the cases of no RIS, 
ideal RIS, and no-direct path. It was noticed that the number of 
iterations needed for no-RIS and direct path is 6.8. The channel 
state information error is minimum with continuous phase shift. 
The error rate with channel state information increases when 
the number of iterations decreases for random phase shift, no-
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RIS, and with no-direct path. WSR converges in 12 iterations 
for 1-bit, 8.5 iterations for 2-bit, 6 iterations for 3-bit, and 4.2 
iterations for 4-th bit phase shift. The CSI error percentage 
increases with bit size. 

The results show that an RIS incorporated cellular free 
network enhances the coverage and hence more subscribers are 
able to access the existing infrastructure with reliability than 
the conventional transmission. RIS will undoubtedly be 
developed as a promising foundational technology for 6G 
wireless communication. An IRS-aided system does not have 
satisfactory results compared to massive MIMO system. We 
have two different beam-forming schemes, the first is active 
beam forming at the access point and the second is inactive 
reflecting beam forming at an IRS. So, we proposed an ADMM 
algorithm to jointly optimize the two beam forming schemes 
and concluded that an IRS-aided moderate MIMO system 
supports maximum users with higher SINR and energy 
efficiency and lower transmit power than its counterpart 
without an IRS. IRS-aided MIMO has proven to be very 
effective in improving the efficiency of a massive MIMO 
system. 
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